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**MP-01.01**
Atypical Anterior Localization of Prostate Cancer Foci in Patients Undergoing Initial and Repeat Biopsy: Results from 1,161 Patients Undergoing MRI Fusion Biopsies
Sami-Ramzi Leyh-Bannurah, Germany

**MP-01.02**
Bioengineered Collagen Graft for Urethral Reconstruction.
Ganesh Vythilingam, Malaysia

**MP-01.03**
Comparison of the Efficacy Between of Transurethral Coagulation and Transurethral Resection of Hunner Lesion in Ulcer Type Interstitial Cystitis Patients: A Randomized Controlled Trial
Kwang Jin Ko, South Korea

**MP-01.04**
Embryonic Stem Cell-Derived Exosome Rescues Erectile Function by Enhancing Penile Neurovascular regeneration in the Diabetic Mouse
Nhat Minh Nguyen, South Korea

**MP-01.05**
The Efficacy and Safety of Robotic Procedures Using da Vinci Robotic Surgical System in a Single Institute
Dong Hoon Koh, South Korea

**MP-01.06**
Anastomotic Repair for Short Bulbar Strictures: Comparison of the Transecting and Non-Transecting Technique
Wesley Verla, Belgium

**MP-01.07**
Finetuning Estimates of Short-term Morbidity After Radical Cystectomy: a Rigorous Approach for Assessing 30-day Adverse Events
Malte W. Vetterlein, South Korea

**MP-01.08**
Augmentation Phalloplasty Surgery for Penile Dysmorphophobia: A New Technique Using Human Dermal Acellular Matrix
Xiaowei Zhang, China

MP-01.09
A Comparison of Intravesical Hyaluronic Acid, Chondroitin Sulfate and Combination of Hyaluronic Acid-Chondroitin Sulfate Therapies in an Animal Model of Interstitial Cystitis
Yavuz Onur Danacioglu, Turkey